Lyons and Co. score NCAA appearance

Basketball team faces tough opponent in first tournament match since 1996

ASHLEY BRUSK

A week of wondering has finally come to an end.

The UCF men’s basketball team entered the NCAA Tournament as a 14-seed in the East Region at Raleigh Regional heading to the Knicks, who recorded 26 wins in their best season in Division I-A. The team, which comes as a No. 3 seed in the Big East tournament, and certainly a No. 2 if they didn’t, said Coach Kirk Lyons of Pittsburgh. "Somehow they slipped in for a No. 3 seed which is very shocking to me.

"I think we’re playing a team that is really a No. 1 or 2. I’m sure that they’re sitting there wondering what happened. The seeds that they’ve had, with their marksmen and RPI, I think they have a lot to prove."

Prior to Sunday’s NCAA selection show announcement, rumors circled the men’s basketball team that had them playing in cities from Denver to Raleigh against opponents from Providence to Wake Forest. The Knights were not predicted by anyone to face the Panthers. Pittsburgh, which lost to Connecticut in the Big East final, you say, was thought by many to be a possible No. 3 seed. "I think we’re one of those teams that can beat anybody," UCF guard Hunter Lynn said. "I’ve been rough not missing what we were going to play, but now we can go into games prepared.

The 14-seed is the best the Knights have ever been ranked heading into the Big Dance. UCF was last invited to the NCAA Tournament in 1996 when the Knights shocked the Tri-Atlantic Athletic Conference by beating Missouri in the final round of the conference tournament. That was the Knights were a No. 2 seed, and eventually lost to the University of Massachusetts in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

"A lot of guys are sitting at home and wishing they could be

Coach O’Leary vows to wake a ‘sleeping giant’

HERA D. DE VRIES

Football Coach George O’Leary made his intentions clear March 4 in his final town-hall meeting with the student body.

"UCF is a sleeping giant," the new coach told the UCF Senate during its final meeting prior to the Panthers. Pittsburgh, which lost to Connecticut in the Big East final, you say, was thought by many to be a possible No. 3 seed. "I think we’re one of those teams that can beat anybody," UCF guard Hunter Lynn said. "I’ve been rough not missing what we were going to play, but now we can go into games prepared.

The 14-seed is the best the Knights have ever been ranked heading into the Big Dance. UCF was last invited to the NCAA Tournament in 1996 when the Knights shocked the Tri-Atlantic Athletic Conference by beating Missouri in the final round of the conference tournament. That was the Knights were a No. 2 seed, and eventually lost to the University of Massachusetts in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

"A lot of guys are sitting at home and wishing they could be

Poet compelled by oppression

Marjorie Agosin spins tales of hardship and injustice

BRAD ALLISON

In 1989, Marjorie Agosin’s grandparents immigrated to Chile from Europe to escape oppression from the Holocaust. On March 3, the journalist-author, human rights activist spoke to UCF students and faculty about creativity, human rights and life under an oppressive regime.

"Everything in life is a story — we all have stories to share," Agosin said before sharing her experiences growing up in Chile and witnessing the people of her country suffer from extreme hardships, political injustice and human rights abuses.

While she was unable to travel and reside in Agosin’s family, "They created a home," she said.

"UCF football Coach George O’Leary longed for football fans to attend March 4 in his final meeting with the student body.

"UCF is a sleeping giant," the new coach told the UCF Senate during its final meeting prior to the Panthers. Pittsburgh, which lost to Connecticut in the Big East final, you say, was thought by many to be a possible No. 3 seed. "I think we’re one of those teams that can beat anybody," UCF guard Hunter Lynn said. "I’ve been rough not missing what we were going to play, but now we can go into games prepared.

The 14-seed is the best the Knights have ever been ranked heading into the Big Dance. UCF was last invited to the NCAA Tournament in 1996 when the Knights shocked the Tri-Atlantic Athletic Conference by beating Missouri in the final round of the conference tournament. That was the Knights were a No. 2 seed, and eventually lost to the University of Massachusetts in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

"A lot of guys are sitting at home and wishing they could be

Video game show contestants

HEIDI D. DE VRIES

UCF is home to the third season of the strangely popular Third Extreme Elimination Challenge show, which participants in gravity-defying mental and physical contests such as running across floating logs and hurling themselves against a Velcro wall.

Both episodes will be held at noon Thursday on the Memorial Mall between Classroom Building and the Student Union, and at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts Building.

"If you ask me, this is the third season of the second-highest-rated show on the channel," said Spike Schwartz of Iron Chef.

"Iron Chef, Fear Factor ... we’re playing in cities across the country. We’re on the Memorial Mall between Classroom Building and the Student Union. Those selected will be filmed March 21-26 at Universal Studios for an episode to be broadcast April 22.

The episode will launch the third season of the second-highest-rated show on the channel. "Iron Chef," said Schwartz.

In addition, it will be the first time the show will be filmed in Central Florida.

The segments of Most Extreme Elimination Challenge currently being broadcast on Spike TV are taken from a Japanese television show, "Tora! Tora! Tora!" which aired in the mid-70s on the Tokyo Broadcasting System. Rather than dubbing the Japanese dialogue into English, the audio for the show has been rewound to accompany the original Japanese video footage.

The episode run the "combination of Extreme Factory ( [...] Food Chief with a touch of Mystery Science Theater 3000" David Schroeder of Spike TV said. Though the final cut of this first American adaptation will be secret, the episode will involve "human sacrifices," said Scott Flahman, the episode’s director and producer.
Week in Science

Fossil first brings new species to list of human ancestors

Another species has been added to the growing tree of early human ancestors. Scientists have long known that Homo erectus, a primitive hominid species named during efforts to understand modern humans, had lived in Asia for millions of years. Khabzites fossils were found in the early 1990s in the Zhoukoudian, China, and are dated 53 million to 70 million years ago. This would make the new discovery the oldest known hominid species, perhaps one of the first to emerge after the chimpanzee and human lineages diverged from one another some six million to eight million years ago.

Japanese elite get help from new robots

In Japan, corporate enterprises are marketing robots to help care for Japan's aging population and protect robots for elderly care. A group of these robots are a human-like robot used by people to help their elderly parents. With high percentages of Japan's senior citizens suffering from disabilities, there have even suggested experiments to robot people to help their elderly parents. With high percentages of Japan's senior citizens suffering from disabilities, there have even suggested experiments to robot people to help their elderly parents.
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West: Blacks not yet truly free

If there was a "fly in the ointment," it would be that we have not yet attained our goal of true equality. As President John Hitt put it, "freedom" was the most important word of the entire presentation. Thus, I believe that we have not yet attained our goal of true equality.

Beck's understanding of the concept of "freedom" is quite profound. In her speech, Beck emphasized the importance of self-determination and human rights. "It is not just about being free," she said. "It's about being able to live a life that is truly fulfilling." This is a sentiment that resonates with many people, especially those who have experienced discrimination and oppression.

Throughout her speech, Beck emphasized the importance of education and access to resources. "You can only be free if you have the tools to be that," she said. This is a sentiment that is echoed by many individuals who have experienced the effects of systemic racism and marginalization.

In conclusion, Beck's speech was a powerful reminder of the ongoing struggle for true freedom and equality. Her words resonated with the audience and inspired many to continue fighting for a world where everyone is truly free.

---

Access to the full text of the article is required to read the rest of the content. You may need to either log in or subscribe to access the full article.
NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!

INCLUDES ALL '03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI, WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER!

*1.9% financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 3/31/04

2003 GOLF GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!

LEASE FOR $219 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
*TURBO DIESELs AVAILABLE

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 JETTA GLS
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!

LEASE FOR $255 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
*TURBO DIESELs AVAILABLE

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 ALL NEW PASSAT GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!

LEASE FOR $298 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 NEW BEETLE GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!

LEASE FOR $259 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
*TURBO DIESELs AVAILABLE

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 All New GTi

LEASE FOR $269 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

BIG SELECTION! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2004 NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE
P/Windows, P/Locks, P/Top, Tii, Cloth, Cowl, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!

LEASE FOR $299 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

**Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

We Can Assist You With: ✔ FIRST TIME BUYER ✔ COLLEGE-GRAD PROGRAM ✔ CREDIT PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2yr, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned All with Affordable Payments (Purchase w/Lease)

Drivers wanted: 407-365-3300

SERVICE DEPT OPEN SATURDAY 9 - 5

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

4175 S. Hwy 17-92

ARISTOCRAT VOLKSWAGEN

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST VOLKSWAGEN INVENTORY • CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST VOLKSWAGEN INVENTORY
I, 10749 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817

Monday
8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
25¢ wings - $1 Pints
$5 Domestic Pitchers

Tuesday
9 p.m.-Midnight
2 for 1 Well Drinks

Wednesday
8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
LADIES NIGHT
$1 Well Drinks, House Wines and Draft Beer

Thursday
9 p.m. - Midnight
2 for 1 Shot Specials
$1.50 Domestic Bottles

- Billiards - Big Screen TV - Darts - Game Arcade -

Monday/Wednesday
9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Pizza, Pins & Pitcher
2 hours bowling, up to 5 per lane, shoes included. One-topping pizza, w/pitcher of Soda $27.95 w/beer $30.95

Located in the Entrance of
boardwalk Entertainment Complex
(407) 384-0003
www.alomabowlingcenters.com

Tuesday/Thursday
9 p.m. - Close
Show Your Student ID
Get One Game FREE
With One Paid Game
(Offer good through April 15, 2004)

Rally in Tally

SAVE BRIGHT FUTURES SCHOLARSHIP
Meet at the Union at 6:00 am • Leave Tallahassee at 6:30 pm
Free Food & Beverages at Sloppy Joe's

Speakers will include
Miss America and Senator Constantine

March 17th
RSVP: strainor@mail.ucf.edu
or 407-823-2193
RSVP NOW!

Funded by Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association.
**Nation and World**

**Most Extreme Physical Competition on television is looking for the Most Extreme Contestants in Central Florida! Are you Extreme enough to get it on!**

Auditions will be held on the University of Central Florida Campus, "UCF Mall" Between Class Room #1 and Health and Public Affairs.

**Thursday, March 18th @ Noon**
Bring a photo/snapshot and a photo copy of your school I.D.

Audition Opportunity brought to you by: Spike TV and the UCF Film Club

Questions? Call (407) UCF-ALUM or e-mail knights@ucfalumni.com.

**SCHOLARSHIPS**

The UCF Alumni Association awards more than $40,000 in scholarships each year to current full-time students.

Stop by the UCF Alumni Association office in the Research Pavilion (12424 Research Parkway, Suite 301) to pick up an application or visit our website at www.ucfalumni.com and click on "Alumni Connection" then "Scholarships" to download an application.

The application must be submitted by March 31, 2004.

Questions? Call (407) UCF-ALUM or e-mail knights@ucfalumni.com.

**A PARTY TO WAKE THE DEAD**

Enjoy a Special advance screening of **Dawn of the Dead** at Loews Universal Cineplex 20

**10 PM Thursday, March 18th**

that includes a free midnight afterparty at the Grove, CityWalk, and great prizes. Must be 21 years of age with valid ID

**Dawn of the Dead**

Stop by the Central Florida Future tent on Wednesday, March 17th between 10 am and 2 pm for your complimentary pass to **Dawn of the Dead**.

First come, first served. No purchase necessary.

For more information or to order special group rates or private parties, please call (323) 275-6453 or visit our website www.dawnofthedead.com

---

**Ask a doc**

**WHEELE STAM, MD**

I wanted to know if it is OK to take prenatal vitamins when you are not pregnant. I have been told it is OK to take them all year because I heard they are beneficial. Also, I wanted to know if I am safe to take a square dose of multivitamins, but I wanted to know if I was safe to take a square dose of multivitamins because it is a multivitamin for a couple of reasons. I do not want to be pregnant now.

I am a strict vegetarian.

Your body's absorb food properly due to some medical conditions.

To reduce the risk of certain health problems, it is important to know about some vitamins and minerals contents which are important to get from foods. Some vitamins and minerals can cause toxic reactions.

Food sources are more beneficial since they are more complex. They give you a variety of nutrients and include many vitamins and minerals, fiber and other substances. It is called phytochemicals, which are plant nutrients.

If you choose to take vitamins, avoid those that are "megadosed," because they may provide too much of an element. For example, too much calcium can create lower problems. Also vitamins can interact with medications that you take (i.e., vitamins B and iron are not recommended if you are on blood thinning medications).

Close members will be given the opportunity to work with the production team and will also be looking to add additional volunteers. "Most of our officers are film majors, but this really benefits any students that are interested in the process," Reiber said.

**Master of Public Health (MPH) at UCF**

Earn this marketable degree at Florida's most prestigious university.

- MPH Graduate program
- 15 credit certificate program

For more information call (407) 823-5643 or visit our website www.mphe.ucf.edu

---

200 dead, 1,500 hurt in 10 Madrid bomb blasts

MADRID, Spain — 200 people were killed and at least another 1,500 injured when a series of terrorist bombs ripped through trains and the Spanish capital's commuter hub Thursday.

Government officials quickly said the bombings occurred less than three days before national elections.

The Basque separatist group ETA, which has waged a bloody guerrilla war for independence for years, claimed responsibility. A letter to an Arab-language newspaper in London later claimed the attacks were carried out by the al-Qa’ida terrorist network but provided no evidence.

The letter was signed by the Abu Hadî al-Mauri Brigades, which affiliated to al-Qa’ida, and has falsely claimed responsibility for other attacks.

King Juan Carlos and Queen Sophia visited hospital after "Whoever did this are vile and cowardly murderers," the king said in a address to the nation.

Spain's interior minister was quoted on the Web site of the newspaper El País as saying officials were investigating the possibility of al-Qa’ida's involvement.

**King Remedies to unite Democrats, answers Republican attacks**

WASHINGTON — Surrounded by Senate Democrats in acapella, Kerry refused to take back comments from a recent debate, which he called "the most crooked ... lying group I've ever seen.

In response to a furious backlash from Republicans, including his party leader Dennis Hastert, Kerry said: "I have always been consistent whatever it is to the minute ..., that I was a Republican attack squad and I'll own the results, no matter how many people think I was wrong.

I want to thank the president needs to know about the real priorities of our country."

Kerry said new Bush attack ad portrays Kerry as "eager to raise taxes" and "weak on national security." The ad contends that Kerry, who plans to cut Bush's tax cuts for taxpayers who make less than $200,000 a year. The outlook, according to the national surveys, improved over the past two years. Companies surveyed said they plan to hire 15 percent more graduate than last year. However, job seekers might be competing with more graduates after two years of decline.

"The market is still saturat­ed with candidates from last year," said Robb Pickering, a spokeswoman for Manpower Pro­fessional in Milwaukee.

With the modestly better outlook, some students are returning to class at fall or working as interns. Kerry is advising students to broaden their options and think creatively about how to use their skills.
WHILE YOU WERE OUT

Students take a love of nature downtown, Student Union gets a face lift

A coalition of UCF clubs wrapped up the two-week Unplug 2004 campaign, aimed at disconnecting students from technology, by taking a bike ride from the Student Union to downtown Orlando and back March 6.

Eight students made the round trip. At night, the Student Union Food Court was remodeled over the break to include more school colors in the design. The left half of the photo is the new Food Court.

Students take a love of nature downtown, Student Union gets a face lift

A coalition of UCF clubs wrapped Eight students made the round trip. At up the two-week Unplug 2004 campaign, aimed at disconnecting students from technology, by taking a bike ride from the Student Union to downtown Orlando and back March 6.

Eight students made the round trip. At night, the Student Union Food Court was remodeled over the break to include more school colors in the design. The left half of the photo is the new Food Court.

Alex Babcock
Refugee seeks peace through her stories

Agosin said.

Agosin described a childhood of happiness and joy, simple things, not material things. "My mother always taught me to love and respect money and they were our wealth," she said. "When we didn't have much to wear, she would always surprise us with something very special."

Some scholars, protesters, and exiled intellectuals, "as her mother assured her," were also strong believers in her democratic goals and educated in the strength of their cause created by President Salvador Allende.

However, on Sept. 11, 1973, the presidential palace was bombarded and Allende was killed along with an era of political change and social transformation. "Augusto Pinochet and his military forces, with the United States's full consent, overthrew our country, destroying the rights we had struggled for," Agosin said.

For the brutality and violence of Pinochet's regime against those who suffered during his 17-year rule, Agosin's personal identity, sense of place and language..

Agosin said writing poetry helped relive that her bond with Chile. Agosin has published 16 books of poetry, most of which depict the lives of those suffering during Pinochet's regime. "Poets believe they can change people through poems," Agosin said.

While attending graduate school, Agosin began collecting women's tapestries called "arpilleras." Women who had lost their exists,Sale, brothers and sons created the arpilleras, or "drapery of resistance." Arpilleras are made with thread, cloth, and clothing elements of the clothing of the missing person.

According to Agosin, "The arpilleras represented the only public space witnessing in a society obliged to silence." Each of the arpilleras tells a story," Agosin said pointing to a few, "You will never abandon another woman chained herself, either shows a woman being tortured at a stadium.

"All they have is their story," Agosin added. Many of the arpilleras have small text narratives. Some simply say, "Where are you?"

"Gender and creativity intertwine," Agosin added, "women make their private pain into public action." Agosin said, "The power of women's identity is the collectives." Agosin's personal collection of arpilleras, most of which arpilleras smuggled out of Chile, will continue to be on display through March 31 in the

A-Sun champs move on to NCAA

Funs A1

were fast going to have to play the best we can no matter what." Most of the UCF players took a few days off this week for Spring Break, but once Thursday rolled around, it was business as usual. Spencer resumed practice Thursday, despite coming to move his teams to locations other than the UCF Arena.

"I'm just happy we're in the tournament," junior Marcus Avant said. "We're not going there just to make a trip. We're going there to win. It's going to be a tough game and Pittsburgh could have been a No. 2 seed, but we're a good team too.

The men also took some time to support the UCF baseball team Friday night, as they were all smiles during the 9-0 Knights' victory over Gardner-Webb. They were paying the baseball team back for its support in Nashville at the A-Sun tournament last weekend. Spencer showed off his arm before the game as he threw out the first pitch.

"The Knights will resume full practice this week, and are treating this game like any other," Lavin said.

"All the seeds are out, it's time to play ball. It's the dream for all of the great guys on this team. We've been waiting on this all week. It's time to go to work," said Bodden.

For Bodden, Lyons, Moments and Ross, they'll keep hoping that they can push their last game as Knights back one more week.

Said Lyons, "If you're hungry, you've got to get a 100%.

Famous Roe never had abortion

Funs A1

The resolution was struck down, 21-3. Senators also overwhelmingly supported a bill to fund a campus visit by Norma McCorvey, the former "Jane Roe" of Roe v. Wade, which is U.S. Supreme Court ruling that made abortion legal. The campaign rebuilding a Conservative Consortium Office, Students for Life and Catholic Campus Ministries are bringing McCorvey to campus on April 9.

McCorvey went public with her identity as "Jane Roe" in the 1990s, a decade after the 1973 court decision. She was granted the right to have an abortion under the decision, which legalized abortion under the larger heading of a woman's right to privacy.

Because the case dragged on for so long, McCorvey never went through with the abortion, and instead gave her child up for adoption. In the years since, McCorvey has become an anti-abortion activist, traveling the country in support of overturning the Roe v. Wade decision.

Her appearance in the Competition of Rights to Choose Tournament," the SGA said. "All students. McCorvey's visit will come shortly after the Senate 8,500, of which Smith already has been allocated to ROCK for an event that never took place.

Sen. A.J. Amour was the only senator to vote against the bill, saying that McCorvey would not be talking objectively about the abortion issue, but would be pushing her pro-life stance.

Heather Smith, the president of ROCK, disagreed. "This woman has stood for over 20 years for the fence with the abortion issue. She's traveling the country as a student, regardless of race, can learn and benefits from them.

The Senate also accepted the motion of Sen. Ben Reed, creating an open seat representing the College of Business Administration, SGA President Paton, will appoint a replacement.

Kaplan's Admissions & Strategy Seminar for Graduate, Business, Dental, Law & Medical Students!

Learn about the application process & admissions tests

Monday, March 22, 2004 • 11am and 5pm

University of Central Florida Student Union • Pegasus Ballroom

Hosted by 4EVER KNIGHTS and Golden Key Honor Society with a special presentation by UCF Graduate Studies

Space is limited! Call today to reserve your seat!
Dexter Lyons and the UCF men’s basketball team take their A-Sun championship into the first round of the NCAA Tournament this week.

A-SUN CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL

60 UCF    55 TROY STATE

We’re going dancing, baby!

Thursday, March 4 - Quarterfinals

No. 1 UCF defeated No. 8 NJIT 87-62
No. 1 UCF defeated No. 9 Jacksonville 71-62
No. 1 UCF defeated No. 3 Mercer 71-65
No. 4 Siena State defeated No. 1 Jacksonville 67-62

Frida March 5 - Semifinals

No. 1 UCF defeated Stetson 85-82

Saturday, March 6 - Championship

No. 1 UCF defeated Troy State 84-75

UCF tourney recap

After returning from the A-Sun tournament in Nashville, Tenn., the UCF men’s basketball team celebrated their first bid to the NCAA Tournament since 1996 with this fan outside the UCF Arena March 4.

‘Give me a break

Even I don’t want to be on vacation with me.

Does anyone know what torture is? I know what torture is. I know that because that’s what I speak about. I understand what all of my gái friends have been telling about.

I spent most of this past week with a pecky cold. Maybe it had something to do with the damage I did to my immune system orienting last Saturday night after our basketball team punched its ticket to the NCAA Tournament.

I wish I could have been in Bradenton for the regular season, but I make as much money as a 90-year-old hooker with a peg leg. Nonetheless, I’m still glowing a weed here.

Because I was left in Borelando for the first time by my own choice, as I promised. I was not going to go home this weekend. I have no freedom thoughts, I’m going to share them with you. The reason UCF plays Pittsburgh in the first round is because the NCAA Tournament.

I saw a photo of Oscar Gill at Friday night’s semifinal game against Belmont. I think Mr. Country Music should start watching basketball games and start playing a few himself. Put the cupcake down, Vince. It’s called the Athlete.

I saw a photo of Gunner Gill at Friday night’s semifinal game against Belmont. I think Mr. Country Music should start watching basketball games and start playing a few himself. Put the cupcake down, Vince. It’s called the Athlete.

I was there anything funnier than ESPN commentator Bill Moezytsey trying to pronounce Will Bynum’s way during last sea­son’s A-Sun. A guy named Arnold Schwarzenegger trying to pronounce “California,” an ironic swipe on his crutch.
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Baseball keeps on winning

Bergman’s bunch wins 5-4 of first two A-Sun series

FRANK KOSHEL

While most students were celebrating Spring Break, the Knights baseball team was taking care of business with Lipscomb and Gardner-Webb, compiling an impressive 5-1 A-Sun record early in the season.

UCF took two out of three from the Lipscomb Bisons in Nashville with lots of extra baseball throughout the series.

"I don’t think the players felt like they played as well as they are capable of playing," UCF Coach Jeff Bergman said of the Lipscomb series. "We didn’t play too well offensively, I thought we pitched well all series."

The Knights (14-4, 5-1 A-Sun) opened with the 4-1 game, which was called after six innings due to rain. Matt Fox struck out six batters, giving up an unearned run in the third on an infield single by Lipscomb first baseman Kyle Jackson, giving Fox his fourth win of the season.

UCF gave Fox some run support early with Dee Brown driving in David Mann in the first inning for an early 2-0 lead. UCF added another run in the second and two more runs in the third by sacrifice flies from Brian Bono and Drew Butera.

The Knights lost 4-3 in game one of Saturday’s doubleheader, after a walk-off home run by Lipscomb right fielder Nathan Smeal that gave reliever Tim Runyon his first loss of the season. Pitcher Kyle Bono struck out six batters in five and two-thirds innings, giving up six hits and an unearned run in the third by sacrifice flies from Brian Bono and Drew Butera.

The Knights lost 2-0 in the eighth inning, outfielder Dee Brown came through with the clutch go-ahead RBI, coming through with a sacrifice fly that scored senior Dee Brown. Jon Cooper and Drew Butera knocked in two insurance runs, allowing reliever Darren Newlon to get his first win of the season.

It’s not our fault.

We pay $180/month
Cash for your plasma.
Walk-ins Welcome

DCI BIOLOGICALS
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
(321) 235-9100

"Where it Pays to Care"

As an engineer in the U.S. Air Force, there’s no telling what you’ll work on.

( Seriously, we can’t tell you.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead of what you’ll touch in the private sector, and as a new engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new and sometimes classified developments. You’ll begin leading and managing within this highly respected group from day one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in the Air Force today. To request more information, call 1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?
9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32837

GET LUCKY AT TROPICAL FORD!

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

0% AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS!

IT’S MARCH MADNESS AT TROPICAL FORD!

CALL TO ORDER AT (407) 851-3800
OR CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AT
WWW.TROPICALFORD.COM
Tennis continues to dominate doubles

NATHAN CARTUS

Both the men’s and women’s tennis teams found success during the weekend, each team both finished the weekend 2-3 and picked up big wins.

The first step for the men was a lot easier and more comfortable than the women, as they swept the Stetson Hatters 4-0. It was the fifth straight win for the Knights against the Hatters.

The final game for the men was last week’s game against the University of Toronto. It was the highest-scoring game of the season for both teams, with the Knights coming out on top 6-0. The win was the third straight over the Hatters for UCF.

The women’s team was a bit more difficult, as they faced off against the Miami Hurricanes.

Rafaela Heredia, the second singles player, was the first to lose for the Hurricanes. However, she was able to come back from being down two sets to win her match.

The second singles match was the first of three straight losses for the Knights, as the third singles match went to the third set, with the Knights losing 7-5. The fourth singles match was won by the Knights, with Myrle Fluharty winning 6-3, 6-3.

The doubles matches were won by the Knights in straight sets, as the first and third doubles teams both won, with the second doubles team losing.

The Knights head to Jacksonville this weekend for a two-match series against Jacksonville State. The first match will be on Thursday and the second will be on Saturday.

Billings scores 10 off the bench in final game as Knight

FEA ALL

Again it was Hudson who truly shined on Wednesday as she scored 10 of the 21 points in the second half. Hudson pushed the lead to 8-3 with 2:38 to go in the first half, but went cold from there.

The Knights would not be able to grab the lead back the entire game, as the Bengals would be able to grab the lead back in the second half.

The Bengals would be able to grab the lead back in the second half, as the Bengals would be able to grab the lead back in the second half.

Fox remains unbeaten, leads Atlantic Sun pitchers with fifth win

BOB MONAGHAN

Fox continued his dominance on the mound, as he pitched his fifth complete game of the season on Wednesday. He allowed only two hits, one walk, and five strikeouts in a 4-0 win over Kennesaw State.

The game was Fox’s 10th win of the season, as he improved to 10-1 on the season. The win was his fifth consecutive victory, as he has not allowed an earned run in his last five outings.

Fox pitched eight innings, allowing only two hits and one walk, as he struck out seven batters. He also improved to 5-0 all-time against Kennesaw State.
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Lyons garners A-Sun tournament MVP honors

The Knights started the game on an 8-0 run behind a pair of threes from Avant and Lyons, while holding Troy State scoreless in the opening minutes. The Knights never trailed, but it wasn't because of its defense. It was because of a coaching decision. Speraw knew he had to fire all his shots to escape with a win and he did. Despite it, in the end it came down to basics. Troy State missed four free throws in the final 20. UCF converted 7-of-8 in the final minutes.

"I'd rather take my team to the dance than get MVP of the regular season," Lyons said. "The regular season doesn't mean anything. If you're going to the tournament then your season just started." Davies, who led the country with 8.4 assists per game, was forced to score as the Knights' defense smothered the passing lanes. Davies did finish with a game-high 22-point performance.

Said Lyons, "We're going dancing and they're going home to watch us."

The Knights rounded out the group, scoring 12 and 11 points respectively.

Advancing to the semifinals against Belmont, which handed the Knights one of three conference losses, Lyons and Bodden combined for 36 points, including 20 in the second half, for a 64-62 advantage.

"The Belmont game really set the tone for us," Lyons said. "We beat them on their home court. The fans up there were saying that we were overrated. We knew we had the momentum going into playing Troy State.

Lyons scored UCF's final points in the semifinal, first tying the game at 62 and then converting a pair of free throws with just 36 seconds remaining to break the tie. Belmont had an opportunity to tie the game in the final seconds, but the A-Team's top-ranked defense forced the Bruins to a pair of missed shots in the closing seconds.

Lyons had drained a shot in time out in the first half that built momentum heading into intermission. The Knights, who did not trail after the eight-minute mark despite the score being tied on four occasions, opened the second half with an 8-2 run to overcome a five-point deficit.

That victory propelled the Knights against Florida Atlantic in the A-Sun tournament title game. Lyons, who finished with 20 points, was named A-Sun "Player of the Year." Despite all, in the end it came down to basics. Troy State missed four free throws in the final 20. UCF converted 7-of-8 in the final minutes.

"I'd rather take my team to the dance than get MVP of the regular season," Lyons said. "The regular season doesn't mean anything. If you're going to the tournament then your season just started." Davies, who led the country with 8.4 assists per game, was forced to score as the Knights' defense smothered the passing lanes. Davies did finish with a game-high 22-point performance.

Said Lyons, "We're going dancing and they're going home to watch us."

FIGHT THE WAR AGAINST CANCER THE ONLY WAY YOU KNOW HOW, DROP JAGER BOMBS!

Saturday, March 20
at LIQUID CELLAR
(Access from UCF in the UCF shopping plaza)
From 9 p.m. to close
(10s of drink specials)
$5 at the door, proceeds go toward Relay for Life (American Cancer Society)

Waterford Lakes Dental
SPECIAL OFFER
$75 (a $200 value)
00150 Oral Exam
00210 All necessary X-ray's
01110 Cleaning (prophylaxis)
03961 BLEACHING IS FREE!

Ad only valid w/ Student I.D.
Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 701
407-382-6122
www.whitesmilesnow.com

FREE SMILE ANALYSIS w/THIS AD
(We reserve the right to charge for appointments cancelled or broken w/ 24 hour advanced notice)
(Not valid with any other offer or insurance, New patients only.)
**Opinions**

**OUR STANCE**

Lame elections no excuse for apathy

With the presidential primary season now coming to a close, college students are now breaking into America's bloodstream. It has been said that the hope of the nation lies in the hands of the young. But, in the hope that their issues will be given the attention they deserve, many voters are losing heart. The primary season has been marked by a lack of enthusiasm and interest. The candidates themselves have failed to capture the imagination of the electorate. In the end, the winner will be the one who can most effectively sell their views to the American people.

In the opinion of this publication, the primary season has been a failure. The candidates have failed to capture the imagination of the electorate. The primary season has been marked by a lack of enthusiasm and interest. The candidates themselves have failed to capture the imagination of the electorate. In the end, the winner will be the one who can most effectively sell their views to the American people.

**OUR STANCE**

Don't rely on attack ads for the truth

With the presidential primary season now coming to a close, college students are now breaking into America's bloodstream. It has been said that the hope of the nation lies in the hands of the young. But, in the hope that their issues will be given the attention they deserve, many voters are losing heart. The primary season has been marked by a lack of enthusiasm and interest. The candidates themselves have failed to capture the imagination of the electorate. In the end, the winner will be the one who can most effectively sell their views to the American people.
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In the opinion of this publication, the primary season has been a failure. The candidates have failed to capture the imagination of the electorate. The primary season has been marked by a lack of enthusiasm and interest. The candidates themselves have failed to capture the imagination of the electorate. In the end, the winner will be the one who can most effectively sell their views to the American people.
Let's get positive, just a little please.
It is a paradox that I am writing to request your paper to write a little more positive because this letter itself is a complaint.

I write looking at the future every Monday and Thursday because it is my school's newspaper. I support my school, therefore I will support its newspaper. In addition, the school that I went to last year was much smaller and the paper was non-existent.

Every Monday and Thursday I make my way to the newspaper stand and grab a copy of the paper but have recently found myself disappointed with the content. The paper is exactly what the media is slowly becoming, negative. It seems as if it would be the end of the world to report about something positive or give credit where credit is due.

After the March 1 edition, I can conclude that the paper thinks that George W. Bush is the worst president to take office, Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ is a ridiculous story and that George W. Bush is the most separated president from the student body in the country. These views are what is ruining America. It seems as if it would be the end of the world to actually give credit to something that you aren't adamant about.

We all have our personal beliefs, but the view that the future so heartlessly distributes on a weekly basis is beginning to become repetitive and old. I would love to see an "Our Stance" article that actually gives credit to someone in a leadership position or an event at our school or in our country.

I love having a school newspaper. I just wish it could overcome the stereotype of being so negative.

Matthew Ridell

Where the Borrower Benefits to a Higher Degree!

- ABSOLUTE ZERO STAFFORD LOANS
  No Upfront Fees - 3% Savings at Origination

- NURSING ADVANTAGE LOAN PROGRAM
  No Upfront Fees - 3% Savings at Origination
  3% Interest Rate Discount
  0.25% Auto-Debit Discount

- TEACHER ADVANTAGE LOAN PROGRAM
  No Upfront Fees - 3% Savings at Origination
  3% Interest Rate Discount
  0.25% Auto-Debit Discount

www.sssc.com
(888) 740-1074

Preparing you for a future in medicine

If you're interested in a future in medicine, consider Barry University's Master of Science in Anatomy program. Whether you want to strengthen your application to medical or dental school or build a career in research or academia, Barry's anatomy program can help you succeed.

You gain a broad knowledge of anatomy, but you also gain valuable experience conducting original research in a medical school environment. And with full scholarships and a fully paid assistantship in your second year we make it even easier to reach your goal.

Call 305-899-3123 today or visit us on the web at www.barry.edu/anatomy.

Get started on a career in medicine.

where you belong
Bipolar Disorder

Are you ...

- Moody?
- Irritable?
- Having difficulty concentrating?
- Depressed?
- Feeling sad and missing your loved ones?
- Feeling energized and then tired?

Do you have a choice in your mood?

At the Orlando Clinical Research Center, we are currently enrolling healthy participants age 18 and older to examine the effects of a new medication on the treatment of bipolar disorder.

For more information, call (407) 269-9910 Ext. 602.

Smallpox Vaccine Study

The Orlando Clinical Research Center is testing an Investigational Vaccine Against Smallpox. To participate in this research study the following must apply:

- No history or presence of skin problems
- No history of asthma or allergies
- No contact with children one year old and younger
- Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation is paid for time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 269-9910 Ext. 602

Central Florida Future

www.ucfnews.com • Monday, March 13, 2006
Arts & Sciences
Career Panels

Presented by:
University of Central Florida
Career Resource Center

Employers will be on hand to talk about potential careers for majors within the College of Arts & Sciences. This program is ideal for anyone considering declaring a major or trying to discover what career possibilities are available for their already-declared major.

Time: 10:30 am to 1:30 pm
Date: Tuesday, Mar. 16, 2004
Place: Key West Ballroom A&B (SU 218AB)
Attire: Casual
Speakers: TBA

UCF Career Resource Center
Student Resource Center 7G
P.O. Box 140185
Orlando, FL 32816-0185
Phone: 407.823.2361
Fax: 407.823.5909
Email: crc@mail.ucf.edu

Majors Fair 2004
Wednesday, March 17, 2004
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom

Advantages of Attending:
- Summer/Fall Schedule Planning Assistance
- Explore Different Majors
- Explore Different Careers
- Opportunity to Meet Faculty Advisors
- Opportunity to Talk With Academic and Career Advisors
- Opportunity to Change Your Major
- Declare a Major
- Find Out About Minor Programs

“A Major Today, A Career Tomorrow”

For more information visit the CRC at:
Student Resource Center
Build 7G
407.823.3561
www.crc.ucf.edu

Immediate Opportunities As A Lifeguard.
No Prior Training Required.

For more information or to schedule an interview, please call the Walt Disney-World® Jobline at 407-828-1000

Office with a view.
Swing into Spring

with the Office of Student Involvement

Monday, March 15 1-3pm CAB Comedy Committee Amateur Knight Tryouts in the Student Leadership Program Conference room, Student Union 208

Tuesday, March 16 1-3pm CAB Comedy committee Amateur Knight Tryouts in the Student Leadership Program Conference room, Student Union 208

Wednesday, March 17 6am SGA Rally in Tally: Take a bus trip to the state capital fight for the Bright Futures Scholarship and have your voice heard. 11am-2pm UCF Get Green, Get Lucky. St. Patrick's day event on the Student Union Patio to promote organ and tissue donation

Thursday, March 18 7-9pm UCF Masquerade Ball to end Racial Profiling in the Live Oak Room

Friday, March 19 4pm SGA Sports Day: UCF Baseball vs. Stetson

Saturday, March 20 9pm-2am SME: LIGHTS, Big City In the Student Union. This month's Late Knights features an interactive version of the movie "Chicago" brought by CAB Cinema, casino games, free food and much more.

Not ready to see your Bright Futures Scholarship axed by the state? Then sign up to attend the Rally in Tally on March 17. After meeting in the Student Union at 6am a bus will head out for the state capital and leave Tallahassee at 6:30pm. Free food and beverages will be provided at Sloppy Joe's. RSVP to strainor@mail.ucf.edu.

If you could save a child's life for only $1, would you do it? Help VUCF and the local Red Cross Club during Measles Vaccination Week, March 15-19, as they endeavor to raise $1,140 and save that many lives in a third world country. Stop by the table located on the Student Union Patio daily between 11am-3pm to donate $1, the cost of a measles vaccination, and save a child's life. If you would like to do more to help the Red Cross Club and VUCF, contact Zehra Siddiqui at sahna82@hotmail.com, Jessica Maykrantz at gato_enorme@hotmail.com or visit www.measlesinitiative.org

The office of Student Involvement is home to Student Government, the Multicultural Student Center, Homecoming, Late Knights, Campus Activities Board, EXCEL - Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership, Volunteer UCF and over 300 clubs and organizations. For more information on events and campus involvement, visit the Student Union Room 208, 407.823.4747, or http://osl.soles.ucf.edu.